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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which installation option is used to install into an existing
Fusion Middleware Home?
A. Simple Install
B. Cannot install into an existing Fusion Middleware Home
C. Software Only Install
D. Enterprise Install
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
The Software Only Install type installs the Oracle Business
Intelligence software binary files in an Oracle home for later
configuration as part of a Fusion Middleware deployment.

Incorrect answers:
B: The Simple Install type installs Oracle Business
Intelligence components with the default settings on a single
computer in the minimum number of steps.
C: The Enterprise Install type enables you to install Oracle
Business Intelligence components to create a new enterprise
deployment, or to scale out an existing enterprise deployment
of Oracle Business Intelligence 11g.
Reference; Installation Guide for Oracle Business
Intelligence,Installation Types

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this sections, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You have a Hyper-V host named Server1 that hosts a virtual
machine named VM1. Server1 and VM1 run Windows Server 2016.
The settings for VM1 are configured as shown in the exhibit
below.
You need to ensure that you can use the Copy-VMFile cmdlet on
Server1 to copy files from VM1.
Solution: You start the Hyper-V Guest Service Interface service
on VM1.
Does this meet the goal?
A. NO
B. YES
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Which description of the behavior of the Cisco ACI fabric when
interacting with STP is true?
A. The ACI fabric floods BPDUs within the scope of the FD_VLAN.
B. The ACI fabric floods BPDUs within the scope of the bridge
domain.
C. The ACI fabric blocks BPDUs within the scope of the bridge
domain.
D. The ACI fabric blocks BPDUs within the scope of the FD_VLAN.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/data-center-

virtualization/applicationcentric-infrastructure/white-paper-c07-732033.html#_Toc39514357
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NEW QUESTION: 4
You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to manage test
cases.
You want to review all test cases with shared steps.
You need to build a direct links query that will generate a
list of all test cases in the team project that use a shared
step.
Which three actions should you perform? (Each correct answer
presents part of the solution. Choose three.)
A. Return only items that have the specified links.
B. Set the main query to Team Project = @Project AND Work Item
Type = Test Case.
C. Return all top-level work items.
D. Set the linked work items filter to Work item type = Shared
Steps.
E. Return only items that do not have the specified links.
Answer: A,B,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Q: How do I link test cases, shared steps, and test results?
A: The link types, Tested and Tested By are used to link test
cases to work items, and Test Case and Shared Steps are used to
link Shared steps to test cases. Using Microsoft Test Manager,
you can create test cases and test plans which define and
manage these associations. Also, Test Manager creates and
manages the associations of test results to test cases and test
plans.
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